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Inelastic dark matter and strongly interacting dark matter are poorly constrained by direct de-
tection experiments since they both require the scattering event to deliver energy from the nucleus
into the dark matter in order to have observable effects. We propose to test these scenarios by
searching for the collisional de-excitation of meta-stable nuclear isomers by the dark matter par-
ticles. The longevity of these isomers is related to a strong suppression of γ- and β-transitions,
typically inhibited by a large difference in the angular momentum for the nuclear transition. The
collisional de-excitation by dark matter is possible since heavy dark matter particles can have a
momentum exchange with the nucleus comparable to the inverse nuclear size, hence lifting tremen-
dous angular momentum suppression of the nuclear transition. This de-excitation can be observed
either by searching for the direct effects of the decaying isomer, or through the re-scattering or
decay of excited dark matter states in a nearby conventional dark matter detector setup. Existing
nuclear isomer sources such as naturally occurring 180mTa, 137mBa produced in decaying Cesium in
nuclear waste, 177mLu from medical waste, and 178mHf from the Department of Energy storage can
be combined with current dark matter detector technology to search for this class of dark matter.

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of dark matter (DM) is currently one of the
pivotal issues in particle physics and fundamental physics
in general. Particles with a mass around the weak scale
are natural candidates for DM since these arise in a large
class of theories that attempt to solve other problems of
the Standard Model (SM). Direct detection (DD) experi-
ments that probe the elastic scattering of weak scale DM
with nuclei have set stringent constraints on the existence
of such particles, and significantly limit scenarios where
DM is composed of weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs). Most of the DD experiments targeting these
types of models require the DM to transfer a fraction
of its kinetic energy to nuclei/electrons of the detector
material. Thus, these experiments can only probe DM
particles that are sufficiently heavy and fast so that they
have enough kinetic energy to dump into a detector. (Be-
sides elastic scattering, these experiments can also probe
metastable excited DM states that can de-excite in colli-
sions with nuclei and deposit DM excitation energy into
the detector.)

Constraints on DM scattering are dramatically weak-
ened in several special cases. The first exception is the
case of strongly-interacting particles. If DM-nucleus scat-
tering cross section is relatively large, and comparable
to e.g. nucleon-nucleus cross section, then the Earth’s
atmosphere and overburden leads to a quick slow-down
of DM particles [1–3]. As a result, at the deep loca-
tion of the most sensitive detectors, the DM velocity
may be close to a thermal one, which is far smaller than
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the threshold velocities required for scattering. Thus,
strongly-interacting DM (or fraction of DM) may evade
being detected despite a possibly large scattering rate.

Another well motivated class of DM are inelastic DM
models where the DM possesses purely off-diagonal cou-
plings at tree-level such that DM scattering off SM par-
ticles requires a transition to a higher excited state [4–7].
If the relative nucleus-DM kinetic energy is below the
mass defect, the scattering is almost absent leading to
much reduced sensitivity. Thus, in both these scenarios
the kinetic energy deposited on the SM target might be
far lower than regular DD leading to weakened experi-
mental reach. In this paper, we propose a DD strategy
that instead supplies energy to DM, to search for these
well motivated classes of DM models.

Constructing such an exothermic detector requires
an energy source that can afford large exposures, e.g.
O(Avogadro number × year). One candidate for such
a source are metastable nuclear isomers. These are typi-
cally high spin excited states of ground state nuclei which
have long lifetimes due to their decay being governed by
angular momentum selection rules. But, scattering can
violate this selection rule: a projectile impinging on the
target can carry angular momentum from the state, lead-
ing to a prompt de-excitation of the nucleus. To illustrate
this idea, consider, for example, an L-th multipole elec-
tric transition between two nuclear states. The transition
amplitude has a characteristic ∼ (kRN )L dependence,
where k is the momentum exchange in the transition,
and RN is a typical nuclear size. For an on-shell pho-
ton, and high enough L, this results in a huge suppres-
sion of the amplitude and longevity of excited states, as
kγ = ∆EN . For DM scattering, however, the momentum
exchanged in the collision has a completely different scal-
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ing, ∼ (µ∆EN )1/2 = ∆EN (µ/∆EN )1/2, where µ is the
reduced mass of the system. For weak scale and heav-
ier DM, µ is ∼ 6 orders of magnitude larger than ∆EN ,
so that the transition amplitude can be enhanced by an
enormous amount.

Once the exothermic scattering occurs, the nuclear de-
excitation energy is shared between nucleus and DM par-
ticle. (At some point, nuclear isomers were entertained
as a possible energy storage, with energy extracted on de-
mand using external energetic particles, but the process
was not found to be energy efficient.) We propose to use
the nuclear de-excitation process as an exothermic DM
detector to search for slow or inelastic DM collisions. If
the ambient DM triggers the decay of a metastable iso-
mer and gets kicked in the process, we can look for the
following processes: the de-excitation of the target nu-
cleus to its ground state, subsequent decay of excited
DM in detector volume, or a re-scatter of excited DM in
a conventional DM DD experiment.

These ideas are explored in detail in what follows.
In Section. II we explore the general kinematics of DM
scatter. Section. III presents salient features of different
metastable isomers and the various detection strategies.
This is followed by Section. IV which deals with the rate
for these processes given a reference cross-section as well
as form-factors that capture nuclear scattering matrix el-
ements. Section. V discusses DM that interacts strongly
with nuclei, and sets new limits and projections for the
future and a similar exercise is carried out for inelastic
DM in Section. VI. Finally we conclude in Section. VII

II. KINEMATICS

To explore the full range of phenomenological possibil-
ities discussed above, we consider the following kinematic
setup. The DM particles come and scatter with the nu-
cleus, de-exciting the nucleus. The energy released can
go both into the kinetic energy of the DM and could po-
tentially excite it to a higher inelastic DM state. Accord-
ingly, we call the decrease in the internal energy of the nu-
cleus to be ∆EN and any increase in the internal energy
of the DM to be ∆Eχ. The energy ∆E = ∆EN −∆Eχ is
the available kinetic energy that can be shared between
the nucleus and the DM.

If the DM with mass Mχ and with momentum qi scat-
ters to transfer momentum q = qf − qi and leaves with
final momentum qf , from momentum conservation, the
transferred momentum in the nucleus (mass mN ) is also
q and hence the recoil energy can be written as,

Er =
q2

2mN
(1)

Energy conservation yields

q2
i

2Mχ
= Er −∆E + δMχ +

q2
f

2Mχ
. (2)

Defining the reduced mass,

µχN =
MχmN

Mχ +mN
, (3)

and eliminating qf in the previous equation, we get,

q2

2µχN
− qqi cosβ

Mχ
−∆E = 0. (4)

Thus given a DM initial velocity v, there is a range of
momentum transfers given by

q2
min/max(v) = µ2

χNv
2

[
1∓

√
1 +

2∆E

µχNv2

]2

. (5)

In the limit of vanishing DM velocity, the momentum
transfer is fully defined in terms of masses and mass de-
fects,

q2
min/max(v)→ q2

0 = 2µχN∆E. (6)

As we will see below, the scattering of the DM can
efficiently de-excite the nucleus only when it can carry
momenta ' 100 MeV, i.e. be comparable to or larger
than the inverse nuclear size. We thus see that this tech-
nique is most useful for DM candidates whose masses
are ' 100 GeV scattering off heavy ∼ 100 GeV nuclear
isomers.

III. METASTABLE NUCLEAR ISOMERS AND
POSSIBLE DM SEARCH APPLICATIONS

In this section, we review the properties and abun-
dances of metastable nuclear isomers that we believe are
the most promising for DM searches. The signal of the
DM scattering would either be the direct observation of
the nuclear decay itself, or the observation of the possible
re-scatters or decay of the excited DM states produced
in the scattering event in a nearby DM detector. While
the latter possibility can work for all isomers, the ob-
servability of the former process is isomer dependent. In
the discussion below, we describe possible observational
strategies for each isomer.

Metastable nuclear isomers are higher excited states
of nuclei which could undergo a gamma decay, but are
comparatively long-lived typically due to high spin stabi-
lization. Selection rules in quantum mechanics put par-
ities and angular momenta of initial and final states Ji
and Jf in correspondence with the multipole order of the
photon transition and its magnetic/electric property (see
e.g. [8]).

Since the wavelength of an outgoing gamma is much
larger than the characteristic nuclear size, and thus any
length scale associated with a given multipole transition,
the multipole expansion works well, and the lowest mul-
tipoles are usually the most important.
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As already being alluded to in the Introduction, the
transition matrix elements are suppressed by powers of
(q.R)L, where q is the outgoing photon momentum and
R is the size of the nucleus. While a typical gamma
decay with L ≤ 2 happens within a picosecond time
scale, suppression for large L can increase the lifetime
to much larger timescales. The minimum L is given by
|Jf − Ji| (or sometimes by |Jf − Ji| + 1, depending on
electric/magnetic type of transition and matching of par-
ities). This suppression is shown via the form factor (de-
fined formally later) in Fig. 1 for different ∆J . As seen in
Table I lifetimes of metastable isomers can be O(min) or
even O(year). The nucleus most stable against radioac-
tive decay is an isomeric state of 180Ta that has not been
observed to decay and only a lower limit of τ > 1016 year
is known.
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FIG. 1. Form Factors for different ∆J . For small q.R relevant
to γ decay, there is severe suppression for large ∆J . If the
typical momentum required for scattering is much larger, the
form-factor suppression is ameliorated.

While metastable nuclei are resistant to gamma decay
due to multipole suppression, scattering does not suf-
fer from the same suppression in the large momentum
(qR ∼ 1 =⇒ q ' 100 MeV) exchange regime. In
this regime, the multipole expansion of the outgoing DM
wave receives contributions from many angular momen-
tum modes, enabling the de-excitation transition. This
can be seen quantitatively in Fig. 1 where the form-factor
for different ∆J are no longer suppressed for larger mo-
mentum exchange. Many standard model projectiles [9–
11] have in fact been employed to induce down-scattering
of isomers, and extract the excess energy in the pro-
cess. We are going to show that there are classes of
DM particles that indeed lift this momentum suppres-
sion, and their direct detection scenarios would greatly
benefit from the scattering off metastable isomers. We
now list nuclear isomer candidates and their properties.

A. 180mTa

180mTa (J = 9−) has never been observed to decay
while the corresponding ground state (J = 1+) decays
with an 8 hour lifetime. This is because of the highly
suppressed E7 transition to the only other excited state
(J = 2+). Thus, there is a significant abundance of this
isomer in nature - it occurs with a yield of 0.011% in nat-
urally occurring tantalum. Further refinement has been
carried out for making highly enriched tablets for decay
studies. The effects of DM can be observed in 180mTa
either by monitoring a radio-pure sample wherein the
down-scattering event triggers the decay of the ground
state within 8 hours. Alternatively, large quantities of
tantalum can be placed near a conventional DM detec-
tor, wherein the DM kicked or excited in this process can
either re-scatter or decay within that detector.

Null results from 180mTa decay experiments [12] could
in principle be already used to set limits on DM scatter-
ing. However in the above work, only β and ε decay were
considered. From private communications with B. Lehn-
ert, the limit on half-life for the isomeric decays can be
obtained with τ > 1014 years. In an accompanying pa-
per [13] we convert this into current limits on strongly
interacting DM. The SM 180mTa lifetime is estimated
to be τ ∼ 1017 years[14]. If a faster lifetime is experi-
mentally observed, its connection to strongly interacting
DM can be established by looking at the depth depen-
dence of the lifetime. If the predicted standard model
lifetime is experimentally observed, the experiment is no
longer background free. However, progress can still be
made by searching for the re-scattering of the DM in a
well-shielded conventional DM detector. In spirit, this is
similar to a light shining through walls experiment. We
consider a gram-year exposure with O(1) efficiency for
subsequent detection of DM for such a setup.

B. 177mLu

177mLu is 970 keV above the ground state and has a
half-life of 160 days. It is a 0.1% contaminant in 177Lu
(with half-life ∼ 6 days) which is used in cancer treat-
ment. The thermal neutron absorption cross-section on
176Lu to produce 177Lu and 177mLu are 2090 barn and
2.8 barn, hence the 0.1% contamination. The long life of
the isomer leads to medical waste containing most of the
177mLu intact, and it is typically shipped to nuclear waste
facilities after usage. We assume 1 mg 177mLu can be pro-
cured either from this medical waste or from dedicated
production. Since the source is hot, only secondary de-
tection of excited DM (either through decay or re-scatter)
will be considered.
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C. 137mBa

137mBa is a 661 keV isomer but has a half-life of only
2.55 min. However, it is produced in the decay chain
of 137Cs which exists in extremely high quantities in nu-
clear waste. While conducting any precision study on the
isomer itself is futile in this case, a scheme with subse-
quent re-scattering or excited DM decay is possible. In
particular there are some physics experiments that hap-
pen in the vicinity of nuclear waste facilities, which can
possess large acceptance to DM that is re-scattered. For
investigating the sensitivity reach, we will assume 100kg
×2.55 min, i.e. the experiment has exposure to 100 kg
equivalent of 137mBa which lives for 2.55 min, which were
originally produced from 100 kg equivalent of 137Cs.

D. 178mHf

178mHf (J = 16+) is a 31 year half-life isomer, with
2.46 MeV energy excess over the ground state, which is
the largest among all long-lived isomers. The stability of
the ground-state and the short life of the isomer makes it
difficult to do a tantalum-like analysis where the ground
state produced in the scatter could be observed to de-
cay. Instead, we again rely on the possibility of the DM
either re-scattering or de-exciting in a nearby detector.
Another exotic possibility is the prospect of scattering to
intermediate nuclear states not in the usual decay chain
which produce gamma rays at higher energies than what
is observed. About 1µg of isomeric Hf has survived from
experiments that explored the possibility of this isomer
as an energy storage device. We will assume 1µg×year
as the exposure for this isomer.

IV. RATE

The counting rate of an experiment containing NT tar-
get nuclei to a particular final state is given by,

R = NT
ρχ
Mχ

∫ q2max(v)

q2min(v)

dq2〈v dσ
dq2
〉. (7)

For this paper, NT counts the excited nuclear states, that
DM scattering can de-excite, making Ji → Jf nuclear
transition.

The DM velocity distribution could either be given by
a galactic Maxwell-Boltzmann-type distribution boosted
with the particular velocity of the earth and solar sys-
tem, or by a truly thermal distribution inside the Earth
with a small terminal velocity component for strongly
interacting DM (see below).

Scattering from the isomeric to the ground state pro-
vides the largest ∆EN , ∆Emax

N = Eiso
N , the energy of the

metastable isomer state when the ground state energy
is taken to be zero. There are often states between the

metastable isomer and ground states that can provide ad-

ditional reach at 0 ≤ Emax
N −EfN = ∆EN ≤ Emax

N . These
isomeric states are summed over with the appropriate Jf
and ∆K quantum numbers to get the full scattering rate.
These states can be arranged in K branches (which will
be introduced next), with each branch containing states
J = K,K + 1,K + 2... with energies typically increasing.

The J , K quantum numbers as well as EfN for the various
nuclear candidates are given in Appendix. A.

Summing over all final states f , R can be written as

R = NT
ρχ
Mχ

∫
d3vf(v)v

∑
f

∫ q2max(v,EfN )

q2min(v,EfN )

dq2 dσN
dq2
Sf (q),

(8)

where σN is the reference cross-section, where most of the
q-dependence is factored into Sf (q). Sf (q) parametrizes
the q-dependence of the nuclear transitional matrix ele-
ment squared, and we will refer to it as ”nuclear form
factor” for convenience.

A. Nuclear inelastic form factor

In this subsection, we will consider Sf (q) following
the approach of Ref. [15]. Furthemore, we shall as-
sume that the main form of the DM-nucleus interac-
tion is scalar-scalar, χ̄χN̄N , or vector-current type,
χ̄γµχN̄γµN , which are identical in the non-relativistic
limit. Very similar treatment will apply to the spin de-
pendent case as well. The quantity Sf (q) originates from
|〈Jf |

∑
i exp(iqri)|Ji〉|2, where the sum is taken over the

individual nucleons. Calculation of this complicated ma-
trix element cannot be performed in full generality with-
out a proper knowledge of full multi-nucleon wave func-
tions of the initial and the final states. We take an ap-
proach of estimating this matrix element in a Weisskopf-
style estimate, after accounting for q dependence and
known conservation laws. Where possible we connect
these matrix elements to the one known via gamma tran-
sition.

Expanding this quantity in spherical harmonics, we get

Sf (q) =
∑
L

|〈Jf ||
∑
i

jL(qri)YLM ||Ji〉|2, (9)

where summation goes over the nucleons participating in
the transition.

Assuming that the transition density is highly peaked
at the surface, Ref. [15] (as this is a very good approxi-
mation for higher multipole transitions [16]), and is me-
diated by one or a few valence nucleons, we arrive at a
following estimate:

Sf (q) '
∑
L

j2
L(qR)εH , (10)

where R is the nuclear radius, and εH is an additional
“hindrance factor”, on top of a regular angular momen-
tum suppression [14]. In a proper nuclear calculation,
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Isomer ∆Emax
N levels Half-life Source Amount Signal Hindrance (Fγ)

180mTa 77 keV 2 > 1016 y Natural 0.3 gram year Ground State Decay / Secondary 0.16[14]
137mBa 661 keV 2 2.55 min Nuclear Waste 0.5 gram year Secondary 1
177mLu 970 keV 27 160 d Medical Waste 1 mg year Secondary 0.17a

178mHf 2.4 MeV 110 31 y Old experiments 1 µg year γ end-point / Secondary 0.29a

a Hindrance factors for Lu and Hf derived from the observed half-lifes.

TABLE I. Isomers considered in this work are tabulated. The energy of the metastable state, the number of levels between the
isomeric state and the ground state and the half-lifes of the isomeric state are given. Also tabulated are the typical exposure
for each isomer used in projections. Possible trigger signals for isomer scattering are listed. Finally the hindrance factor used
to calculate transitions/scattering cross-sections as used in Eqn.(12) are given.

εH would reflect the overlaps of the wave functions in-
side the transitional matrix element beyond the angular
momentum factor taken into account by j2

L(qR).
Due to angular momentum conservation, the sum over

L only needs to be taken in the range |Ji − Jf | ≤ L ≤
Ji + Jf keeping only the appropriate parity terms. Hin-
drance factors arise due to the so-calledK-quantum num-
ber selection rules in deformed nuclei. The K-quantum
number captures the misalignment of the rotation and
symmetry axes and if the multipolarity of the transition
L is smaller than than ∆K, this leads to a suppression
factor

εH(L,∆K) =
Tγ(naive)

Tγ
= F∆K−L

γ if L < ∆K (11)

Here, Tγ is the measured (predicted in the case of tanta-
lum) lifetime and Tγ(naive) is the lifetime predicted from
naive Weisskopf estimates.

For barium decays the naive Weisskopf estimate cap-
tures the observed decay rate extremely well. There are
two states the metastable isomer can scatter to[17]. For
hafnium and lutetium, we estimate Fγ from the observed
decay rate and tabulated in Table. I. They also have a
plethora of states to scatter to, with different K-quantum
numbers. The full list of energy levels and their J and K-
quantum numbers can be obtained from [17] and are tab-
ulated in Appendix. A. We use the same Fγ for different
∆K transitions. At high momentum exchange as is rele-
vant to scattering, then, scattering can proceed through
L ≥ ∆K avoiding the suppression in Eqn.(11). As a re-
sult the total scattering rate is only weakly dependent on
the hindrance factor.

Since tantalum has never been observed to decay, the
above procedure does not apply. In [14], extra penalty
factors independent of ∆K are prescribed,

εTa
H (Ji, L,∆K) = M0(EL)2(F∆K−L

γ )2 (12)

where M0(EL) = 0.35 and Fγ = 0.16.
For tantalum, this procedure is only an order of mag-

nitude estimate at best: after all, an E7 transition has
never been observed in nature to enable robust extrap-
olation. We use this for our estimates to both states
below the metastable isomer. Coulomb scattering with
a scheme similar to [16] could be very interesting in its

own right to estimate this form factor more accurately
and also to get a better understanding of DM interaction
rate.

V. STRONGLY INTERACTING DM

For DM that interacts strongly with nuclei, limits from
traditional experiments in underground laboratories are
not relevant. This is because the DM slows down con-
siderably and does not possess enough kinetic energy to
scatter off the target nuclei. This parameter space is con-
strained by surface runs of some experiments and balloon
based cosmic ray detectors. While this parameter space
is constrained if all of the DM is strongly interacting, due
to the small exposure of these experiments, there are no
constraints on strongly interacting DM if it only makes
up a somewhat smaller sub-component of the DM. More-
over, models with exotic heavy QCD-charged remnants
that form heavy compact bound states and comprise the
bulk of DM, also predict small concentrations of particles
that have strong interactions with nucleons [2].

The phenomenology of this kind of DM is as follows:
the DM undergoes a series of scatterings with nuclei, that
slows down from the initial v ∼ O(10−3)c velocity, lead-
ing to eventual thermalization. Upon thermalization, the
DM acquires a thermal randomly oriented velocity. In
the earth’s gravity and if there is no DM binding to nu-
clei, the DM particles slowly drift downward. Since the
downward drift velocity of the DM is much smaller than
the ambient virial velocity in the galaxy, there is a pile
up (or “traffic jam”) of the DM as it moves through the
ground, leading to a very significant local density en-
hancement compared to DM density beyond Earth’s at-
mosphere. Thus, in an underground experiment, there is
an enhanced density of slow DM, inaccessible to all DD
experiments looking for elastic scattering. Since this DM
is heavy, it can scatter off the nuclear isomers discussed
above, producing measurable signals either directly in
the process of nuclear de-excitation, or in the subsequent
elastic collision - now with much larger energy. In the fol-
lowing, we compute these effects and estimate the reach
for an isomer-based concept experiment.
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A. The DM Traffic Jam

To estimate the density enhancement in the DM traf-
fic jam, we begin by first estimating the terminal velocity
with which the DM sinks through the ground. The den-
sity enhancement then follows from flux conservation.

We work in the limit where the DM interacts suffi-
ciently strongly with nuclei so that it thermalizes when
it goes underground. This is the range of parameters that
is of most interest, since the scattering of DM is otherwise
constrained by low threshold detectors such as CRESST.
Thermalization is of course progressively harder at heav-
ier masses since several collisions are necessary for the
DM to thermalize with the rock. To avoid rather strong
constraints on anomalous isotopic abundances, we will
assume that the strongly interacting DM has repulsive
interaction with nuclei.

To perform an estimate of the density enhancement,
we need a coherent (transport) scattering cross-section σt
of DM with nuclei of atomic mass A. We notice that in
principle, there are two main regimes for such a scattering
cross section. The first regime can be achieved when
the perturbative treatment is possible. Then, given the
input cross section on an individual nucleon, the overall
elastic cross section on the nucleus could be described as
σel = A2σnµ

2(mA,mχ)/m2
p, which reduces to A4σn at

Mχ � mA. On the hand, if we keep increasing σn this
scaling with A breaks down. Describing the DM-nucleus
potential as a square barrier, we observed that the strong
interaction limit corresponds to RAκ� 1, where κ is the
virtual momentum inside the barrier [18], and the elastic
cross section is expected to be 4πR2

A. For the slow-down
process, we need a transport cross section, and we assume
it to be on the same order of magnitude as the elastic one.
Thus, we choose the following ansatz for the χ-nucleus
transport cross section,

σt = Min(A4σn, 4πR
2
A). (13)

After DM is fully thermalized, it is not stationary, but
continues slowly sinking towards the center of the Earth
due to the Earth’s gravitational field. The average ter-
minal downward velocity in any medium is given by [19]

vterm =
3MχgT

m2
gasn〈σtv3

th〉
(14)

where Mχ is the DM mass, mgas is the mass of gas par-
ticle, n is the number density of gas particles, σt is the
transport cross section, vth the thermal velocity of gas
particles (for solids, velocity due to vibrational motion)1.

1 This effect was discussed in [2]. However, their estimate dif-
fers from the calculations of [19]. Moreover, [2] did not account
for the saturation of the DM nucleon scattering cross-section at
large A and did not use the correct reduced mass in the collision
between DM and nuclei.

This terminal velocity vterm is lower than the initial
(galactic) DM velocity, leading to the DM pile up and a
resulting density enhancement. From flux conservation,
the density enhancement is:

η =
ρlab

ρss
=

vvir

vterm
(15)

where ρlab is the DM density at a location of an under-
ground lab, ρss is the solar system DM density, and vvir

is the local virial velocity of DM.
This density enhancement exists as long as the DM

thermalizes with the rock. However, for heavy enough
DM there are two additional effects that need to be taken
into account. For large mχ the thermalization requires
more scattering, and there will eventually not be enough
column depth in the rock to achieve thermal velocity at
a given laboratory depth. Moreover, when the downward
velocity of DM becomes smaller in magnitude than vterm,
the thermalization is not complete, as on average the
vertical component of the DM velocity is larger than the
terminal sinking velocity. Both of these effects cut off the
density enhancement for heavy DM, as shown in Fig. 2
and discussed below.

Many underground labs with developed DD program
are located at depths exceeding 1 km. However, the pre-
cision experiments with metastable tantalum were per-
formed in the Hades observatory, at a more shallow loca-
tion. For our estimates, we take the Hades observatory to
be 300 m below the surface. In our estimates, we take the
density of soil/rock to be ρ = 3 gm

cm3 , ambient temperature
T = 300 K, mgas ∼ A × GeV and take A ∼ 30 for rock.
With these numbers, we plot the density enhancement η
for three different masses Mχ = 100 GeV, 1 TeV, 10 TeV
in Fig. 2 (Left). There are three distinct regimes at play.
For small cross-sections, there is an exponential regime
where the column density is not enough to slow DM par-
ticles down to the thermal velocity vth. As the downward
velocity approaches the thermal velocity, the slow down
is enhanced leading to a jump to vth. Next, for cross-
sections where vertical velocity drops below vth, the ad-
ditional column density leads to further slowing down,
leading to a linear regime: the DM density enhancement
is linearly proportional to the size of the elastic cross sec-
tion. Finally, once vterm is reached, there is no further
slow down and a flat regime for the density enhancement
is achieved.

Fig. 2 (Right) shows contours of equal η in the σN
vs Mχ plane. η increases as a function of σn till σn ∼
10−30 cm2 which corresponds to the saturated geometric
cross-section in Eqn.(13) and there is no further enhance-
ment. As mass of DM, Mχ is dialed up, the terminal
velocity increases linearly as in (14), and as a result η
decreases linearly. However for large enough mass, the
relevant column depth is not enough to thermalize and
hence there is an exponential decrease in η as a function
of Mχ. Thus, we conclude that the value of the enhance-
ment factor is quite sensitive to particular details of the
strongly-interacting DM model (mass, cross section), and
can vary in a large range.
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FIG. 2. Left: Density enhancement η, 300 meters below the surface, for 3 different DM masses, Mχ = 100GeV, Mχ = 1TeV,
and Mχ = 10TeV as a function of reference nucleon cross-section σn. Right: Contours of constant density enhancement η in
the σn vs Mχ plane.

B. Rate

For DM that interacts strongly with nuclei, the rele-
vant limit of Eqn.(5) is that of small initial velocity v,
and δMχ

= 0. Thus we get q2 ∼ q2
0 ≡ 2µχN∆EN and

q2
min(q2

max) = q2
0 ∓ 2q0µv, (16)

where the second term is smaller than the first.
At this point, we would like to model a generic strong-

interaction cross-section by exchange of a meson-like
hadronic resonance; the differential cross section is given
by,

dσ

dq2
=

y2
ny

2
χ

8π(m2
h + q2)2v2

Sf (q0), (17)

where mh stands for the mass of a typical strongly-
interacting mediator (ρ, ω, σ, π etc mesons), yn and yχ
are the nucleon and DM Yukawa couplings. After per-
forming the q2 integral from q2

min to q2
max, we get,

σv =
q0µy

2
qy

2
χ

2π(m2
h + q2

0)2
Sf (q0). (18)

Finally, the counting rate is given by,

R = NT
ρlocal
χ

Mχ

q0µy
2
qy

2
χ

2π(m2
h + q2

0)2
Sf (q0). (19)

As often is the case for exothermic reactions, instead
of depending on the DM flux, the counting rate will
be uniquely sensitive to just the local DM density ir-
respective of its velocity. Using a sensible estimate of
mh ∼ ΛQCD ∼ q0, putting this in the previous formu-

lae, and recognizing that combination y2
qy

2
χΛ−2

QCD scales
the same way as σn, we find the following ansatz for the
counting rate,

R = NT
ρlocal
χ

Mχ
Min(σn

µ

q0
, 4πR2

A)Sf (q0). (20)

Unlike exothermic scattering of inelastic DM, the scat-
tering of strongly interacting DM on metastable nuclear
states does not involve an energy barrier. We simply
need a detectable signal from such de-excitation. Iso-
meric form of tantalum is adequate for this purpose, and
we focus on it since it is a naturally occurring isomer en-
abling large exposure. DM that is accumulating in the
underground laboratory, can scatter off 180mTa to pro-
duce either the lower excited state or ground state of
tantalum. Both of these are unstable and β-decay with
much shorter time scales. This results in subsequent γ
radiation. These final state gamma quanta can be looked
for to test this DM hypothesis. Isomeric decay of 180mTa
produces a near identical signature, albeit with an extra
γ line corresponding to the isomeric decay itself. Thus
limits on the isomeric decay through limits on the subse-
quent γ can be recast as limits on tantalum de-excitation
caused by DM. Once a limit is set on tantalum decay rate,
Γlim, we can set a limit on σn through,

σn ≤ Γlim
Mχ

ρlocal
χ

q0

µ

1

Sf (q0)
(21)

In Fig. 3, we make projections as a function of σn and
Mχ for a set-up that can set limits of τ > 1021 year or
equivalently an exposure of 1 gram year. Such a setup can
look for DM fractions fDM ∼ 10−6 in a wide mass range
and fractions as small as fDM ∼ 10−12 in the Mχ ∼ TeV
range. Even with existing data (not shown), it should
be feasible to set limits on sub-component DM that is
strongly interacting with nuclei (σn ∼ 10−26cm2) all the
way down to a DM fraction of fDM = 10−4 in the wide
range of mass Mχ ∈ {20 GeV, 1 TeV}. In a narrower
mass range, even fractions of 10−6 can be ruled out. We
report these results along with the relevant experimental
analysis in a companion paper [13].

Intriguingly, there is a strong depth dependence of DM
fraction that is in a “traffic-jam” and as a result, conduct-
ing the experiment at different depths could greatly help
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with signal-background discrimination, as well as poten-
tially providing a smoking gun discovery signature. Of
course, the quality of these limits do depend in a cru-
cial way on the value for the inelastic nuclear transition.
Therefore, a dedicated nuclear theory evaluation of such
transition is highly desirable.
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FIG. 3. Projections for limits on nucleon cross-section for
DM that interacts strongly with nuclei that correspond to 1
gram year exposure for 180mTa

VI. INELASTIC DM

Inelastic DM is a blanket term to a plethora of mod-
els of DM that have purely off-diagonal interactions with
SM at tree-level. These models were discussed originally
in [20] as a way of relaxing limits on sneutrino DM, and
generalized in [4] to reconcile null results in germanium
DD experiments with the DAMA excess that uses NaI
crystals. While subsequent experiments with a heavier
nucleus, Xe, were unable to confirm the DAMA excess,
inelastic DM is still theoretically appealing. For exam-
ple, by introducing a small energy splitting, the model
reproduces the “WIMP miracle” (i.e. a natural expla-
nation for the relic abundance of the DM) while elimi-
nating limits from DD experiments. Inelastic scattering
is also a natural expectation in composite DM models.
For example, if the standard model interacts with the
composite DM through a photon, the leading interaction
would typically be through an inelastic dipole moment
transition.

Current limits on several inelastic matter models are
summarized in [7]. Common to all these models is
the mass-splitting δMχ. The maximum mass-splitting
achievable in conventional detectors is δMχ ≤ 1

2µχnv
2
χ,

i.e. the initial kinetic energy in the center-of-mass frame.
The aim of this section is to explore the possibility of
scattering off metastable nuclei enabling access to dark
models where the splitting is bigger than the virial ki-
netic energy of the DM. With a splitting ∆EN , we can
probe

δMχ ≤
1

2
µχnv

2
χ + ∆EN (22)

For this approach to constrain interesting parts of in-
elastic DM parameter space, the cross-sections that can
be probed must be small enough so that the associated
loop level elastic scattering cross-section is not ruled out
by DD. The comparison between the inelastic and the
loop level elastic scattering process is model dependent.
We address it below for two well motivated examples of
inelastic DM.

In order to understand the reach of different
metastable nuclei, let us start with a four-fermion op-
erator,

L = GDF χ̄2χ1N̄N + h.c (23)

Inelastic DM scatters off nuclear targets, down scatters
the isomer to a lower excited/ ground state if there is
enough energy available to scatter up to χ2. The corre-
sponding observable is nuclear target dependent or DM
model dependent. Generically we envision a mechanism
to detect the excited state DM either through exothermic
re-scatter inside a conventional DM or neutrino detector,
or through a decay into SM particles. We assume the ex-
posures justified in Section. III and compute sensitivity
reach for illustrative purposes only, postponing discus-
sion of particular signatures to the specific models in the
next subsections.

The differential cross-section is then given by

dσ

dq2
=

σn
v2µ2

χn

(24)

where σn, the reference DMDD nucleon cross-section is
given by,

σn =
(GDF )2µ2

χn

8π
(25)

The reach for the cross-section in Eqn.(25) as a func-
tion of δMχ is calculated using Eqn.(24) in Eqn.(8) and
is plotted in Fig. 4. This figure shows the ultimate reach
of detecting inelastic DM given realistic quantities of
nuclear isomers, and assuming that three de-excitation
events per year as the limiting rate. Therefore, impor-
tantly, for deriving these sensitivity curves we assume
that the de-excitation events could be observed with high
efficiency. (Such efficiency could approach O(1) if the de-
cay length of the excited state for DM is commensurate
with the linear size of the external detector that covers
a significant part of solid angle, or if the de-excitation
events can be observed in situ.) For small δMχ lim-
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FIG. 4. DM-nucleon cross-section reach for different Isomeric
nuclei for corresponding exposure. Also shown are ”inelastic
frontier” limits from CRESST. The sensitivity is derived as-
suming 3 detectable interactions per year. These limits are
for illustrative purposes only. Limits on concrete models with
detection signature are displayed in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

its from conventional detectors are strongest purely from
exposure considerations. Among these CRESST is dom-
inant due to having the heaviest element element used
in DD, tungsten (187W). However these limits disappear
altogether at δMχ > 400 keV. Projections for limits from
metastable nuclei extend well above that, with the max-
imum splitting given by Eqn.(22). Potential limits from
178Hf are weak due to small mass of target but extend
the farthest in δMχ. 180mTa could have only nominal im-
provements in the splitting due its modest energy split-
ting (77 keV). 177Lu and 137Ba have theoretically a good
reach in cross-section and should also be able to probe
splittings above 1 MeV.

In practice, the lifetime and scattering rate of the
excited state χ2 will determine the feasibility of this
reach. These quantities, as well as the corresponding
elastic loop-induced scattering cross-section are model-
dependent, and will be considered for specific models
next.

A. Dark Photon Mediator

We start with the terms in the Lagrangian relevant to
the dark photon [21],

L ⊃ igDχ2γ
µχ1A

′
µ + h.c +

1

2
εF ′µνF

µν . (26)

The differential cross-section for inelastic scattering is
given by [7],

dσ

dq2
=

4πααDε
2

(mA′)4v2
. (27)

where mA′ is the mass of the dark photon, α = g2

4π and

αD =
g2D
4π . This can be substituted in Eqn.(8) to obtain

the event rate.
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FIG. 5. Reach for different Isomeric nuclei for dark pho-
ton DM model. Limits from LZ/PANDAX and CRESST do
not have any reach for δMχ > 450keV. Also shown in gray
are loop constraints from LZ/Icecube and limits on the dark
photon mediator from BABAR and projections for Belle II
(dashed). Contours of constant mean-free-path for excited
DM in a conventional DM detector are also marked.

The elastic process at one loop level is given by [7] (see
also [22]),

σn,loop =
α2
Dα

2ε4m4
nf

2
q

π(mA′)6
, (28)

for mA′ > 100 MeV. For lower masses, there will be
coherence across the nucleus. This formula is rather ap-
proximate, and the hadronic matrix elements are esti-
mated to be fq ∼ 0.1 [7].

The mass splitting considered are always smaller than
the mediator mass. The excited state can only decay
through an off-shell A′ to e+e− if the splitting is above
threshold, or through 3γ which is a loop process. Both
of these are highly suppressed. As a result some other
decay mechanism might be required to deplete the ex-
cited state in the first place. We will assume that excited
DM is long-lived on the detector scale. As a result, the
observable is either ground state decay (180mTa) or γ
end-point (178mHf). For large statistics, we can also en-
vision placing the isomer in the vicinity of a conventional
DM detector. Thus if χ1 transitions into χ2 by scattering
with the isomer, it now has enough energy to deposit its
excess inside a conventional detector.

To this end we plot in Fig. 5 the reach for 3 scattering
events for various isomer target options as a function of
the dark photon model parameters i.e. the mixing ε vs
dark photon mass mA′ . Also shown are contours of the
subsequent mean-free-path of the excited state χ2 in a
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typical DM detector with Xenon target. The DM mass
Mχ = 1 TeV and the splitting is fixed to be δMχ = 500
keV, such that existing inelastic DM limits from CRESST
are absent. The elastic loop limits from Eqn.(28) are
shown in gray. Also shown in gray are limits on the dark
photon mediator itself from Babar.

The projections for 178mHf and 180mTa are not compet-
itive due to small exposure and small energy threshold
respectively. However 177mLu as well as 137mBa could
probe new parameter space.

B. Electric Dipole DM

0 500 1000 1500 2000
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FIG. 6. Reach for Electric Dipole DM for different metastable
isomer targets. Current limits on this model, from CRESST
and the loop constraint from LZ/Icecube are also shown. The
unitarity and perturbativity constraints are marked in dashed
grey. Contours of constant lifetime of the excited DM state
are also displayed.

While DM is unlikely to have an electric charge (unless
it is very small), it may have a variety of electromagnetic
form factors, including magnetic and electric dipoles [23].
For electric dipole DM, we start with the Lagrangian[5],

L = i
egE
8Mχ

χ̄2σ
µνχ1F̃

µν + h.c. (29)

There are perturbativity and unitarity limits on gE de-
rived in [24], and quoted here:

gE < 4 (Perturbative) gE <
4

e
(Unitary) (30)

The differential cross-section is [25],

dσ

dq2
=
πα2

v2

g2
E

4M2
χ

1

q2
. (31)

The elastic loop-limit can be estimated as [7]

σloop =
α4

em

π

(
3g2
E

16M2
χ

)2

µ2
n. (32)

Finally, the lifetime [5] is given by

Γ(χ2 → χ1γ) = αg2
E

δM3
χ

M2
χ

. (33)

In this model, the detection scheme involves the DM par-
ticle χ1 up-scattering off the metastable isomer to the χ2

state which decays within its characteristic decay length
vτ . Contours for 3 scatters are plotted in Fig. 6 for differ-
ent nuclear targets. Also plotted are contours of constant
vτ in order to illustrate the size of detector necessary to
achieve detection of O(1) of the excited DM decays. We
see that only 177Lu and 137Ba can set limits. Further-
more if perturbative/unitary constraints are taken into
account, only 137Ba stays relevant. For the region of pa-
rameter space relevant, the decay is almost prompt, lead-
ing to a gamma ray corresponding to the mass-splitting.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear isomers appear to offer the unique opportunity
to probe two generic classes of DM, namely, strongly in-
teracting DM and inelastic DM. It has generally been
difficult to constrain these models in direct detection ex-
periments since the scattering process requires nuclei to
impart energy to the DM in order to have an observ-
able effect. By using the stored energy in the isomer, the
methods proposed by us enable experimental access to
this class of well motivated models.

Our methods can potentially be implemented using ex-
isting resources. For example, by placing low threshold
DM detectors near a suitable nuclear isomer source, one
can search for either the re-scattering or decay of excited
DM states subsequent to a scattering event with the iso-
mer. The nuclear isomer sources can come from current
investments in this area: either from naturally occurring
tantalum, hafnium produced by the Department of En-
ergy, barium produced from cesium in nuclear waste or
lutetium from medical waste. Additionally, existing ex-
perimental setups that probe the lifetime of 180mTa can
also be used to look for the de-excitation caused by DM.

While an unambiguous bound can be placed on the
interaction of DM with specific nuclear isomers, there is
theoretical uncertainty in translating these bounds into
fundamental parameters in the Lagrangian since this re-
quires knowledge of nuclear matrix elements. We have
adopted an order of magnitude approach to this prob-
lem, encouraged by the fact that the DM scattering pro-
cess transfers momenta ∼ 100 MeV, which is at the same
scale as the nuclei. This ought to enable transitions to
occur without additional suppression. However, it would
be preferable to directly measure these matrix elements,
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for example, through dedicated neutron scattering ex-
periments. This is likely to be of most use in the case
of 180mTa whose decay has never been observed prevent-
ing a comparison of our order of magnitude analysis with
existing data.

Appendix A: Nuclear States Data

In this section we provide the J ,K quantum numbers
as well as the EN used in calculating the scattering rates.
All of this data was extracted from the Nudat2 database
[17].

For tantalum, the isomeric state is in {9, 9+, 77.2}
in {K,Jp, EN [keV]} format. The ground state is
at {1, 1+, 0} and the only intermediate state is at
{1, 2+, 39.5}.

Caesium beta decays to an isomeric state of bar-

ium which is in { 11
2 ,

11
2

−
, 661.7}. The ground state

is at { 1
2 ,

3
2

+
, 0} and the only intermediate state is at

{ 1
2 ,

1
2

+
, 283.5}.

There are several states between the isomeric and
ground states in lutetium and hafnium, they are provided
in Table.II and Table.III respectively.

K Jp EN [keV] K Jp EN [keV]

7
2

7
2

+ 0

1
2

1
2

+ 569.7
9
2

+ 121.6 3
2

+ 573.6
11
2

+ 268.8 5
2

+ 709.5
13
2

+ 440.6 7
2

+ 720.8
15
2

+ 636.2 9
2

+ 956.6
17
2

+ 854.3
3
2

3
2

+ 760.8

9
2

9
2

− 150.3 5
2

+ 822.0
11
2

− 289.0 7
2

+ 906.7
13
2

− 451.5

1
2

5
2

− 761.7
15
2

− 637.1 1
2

− 795.2
17
2

− 844.9 9
2

− 811.5

5
2

5
2

+ 458.0 3
2

− 956.5
7
2

+ 552.1 13
2

− 957.3
9
2

+ 671.9 23
2

23
2

− 970.2
11
2

+ 816.7

TABLE II. K and J quantum numbers as well as EN the
energy above the ground state are tabulated for 177Lu
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K Jp EN [keV]

0

0+ 0
2+ 93.2
4+ 306.6
6+ 632.2
8+ 1058.6
10+ 1570.3
12+ 2149.6

0
0+ 1199.4
2+ 1276.7
4+ 1450.4

0

0+ 1434.2
2+ 1479.5
4+ 1636.6
6+ 1731.1

0
0+ 1443.9
2+ 1513.6
4+ 1654.3

0
0+ 1772.2
2+ 1818.3
4+ 1956.4

K Jp EN [keV]

1

1− 1310.1
2− 1362.6
3− 1433.6
4− 1538.8
5− 1651.5

2

2+ 1174.6
3+ 1268.5
4+ 1384.5
5+ 1533.2
6+ 1691.1
7+ 1890.0
8+ 2082.2
9+ 2315.8

2

2− 1260.2
3− 1322.5
4− 1409.4
5− 1512.6
6− 1648.8

2 2+ 1561.5

K Jp EN [keV]

2

2− 1566.7
3− 1639.7
4− 1747.1
5− 1863.7

2 2+ 1808.3

2
2− 1857.2
3− 1917.4
4− 2027.6

3
3+ 1758.0
4+ 1953.1
5+ 2068.1

3
3− 1803.4
4− 1913.6

3
3+ 1862.2
4+ 1869.8

4

4+ 1513.8
5+ 1640.5
6+ 1788.6
7+ 1953.7
8+ 2154.1
9+ 2349.7

K Jp EN [keV]

5

5− 1636.7
6− 1781.3
7− 1947.0
8− 2137.4

6

6+ 1554.0
7+ 1741.7
8+ 1952.0
9+ 2183.4
10+ 2433.7

8

8− 1147.4
9− 1364.1
10− 1601.5
11− 1859.1
12− 2136.5
13− 2433.3

8

8− 1479.0
9− 1697.5
10− 1939.1
11− 2202.5

10 10+ 2440.2
16 16+ 2446.1

TABLE III. K and J quantum numbers as well as EN the energy above the ground state are tabulated for 178Hf
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